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On April 16, 1970
the residents of Tillinghast Hall
passed a motion stating that
Tillinghast Hall would resign from
Women's Dormitory Council and
form its own government. At a
prior meeting, on April 7th,
Tillinghast informed Women's
Dormitory Council of their
decision to resign from the council.
This was signified when the
Tillinghast women walked out en
masse from the stormy council
meeting.
Mary Ellen Donahue,
then president of Dormitory
Council, reacted with: 'Frankly it
can't be done!' Tillinghast proved
that it could. Shortly thereafter
Tillinghast drew up a constitution
which was approved by Dr.
Rondileau on May 19, 1970.
The
residents of Tillinghast, in a
statement issued rega.rding the
break, stated their reason: 'We
feel that in a dormitory of our size,
problems and needs can be attended to more effectively'· (under
an autonomour government).
There were several underlying
reasons for this break.
In 1970
Tillinghast's recreation room was
being used as a commute:'s
lounge. Music classes were bemg
held in the basement. There were
several faculty offices present in
the basement, as was the S.G.A.
office. The dining hall was also
located in the dormitory. The
residents of Tillinghast felt that
this was too great an intrusion
lIpon their privacy. They expressed this sentiment to Women's
Dormitory Council in hopes that
the council could help them
channel their concerns to the effective source.
Tillinghast
received little or no response from
the council.
Another factor in
the break was the rela tively small
size of 'rillinghast Hall in comparison with the other wome~'s
dormitories. Since representation
in the council was based on the
numer of girls in each class, within
the dorm, Tillinghast ended up

with a small representation (3), in
comparison with other dorms.
the
This
coupled
with
unre~ponsiveness of the council,
bred
frustration
within
Tillinghast; thus the break with
the council. Although emotions
were running high, this was by no
means a rash decision. It was a
very real and paramount issue at
the time. On Tuesday, February
6, 1973, the residents of Tillinghast
voted by a wide margin to return to
Dormitory Council. This is not an
indication of Tillinghast's inability
to survive under its own governnlenL, In fact, since the break, no
problems have arisen with which
we were unable to deal. The
previous concerns ha ve been
eliminated due to the completion of
the Student Union and a recent
change in the cut-off numbex for
.·epresentation in Dormitory
Council.
The Administration
and Dormitory Council have both
expressed a.n interest· in seeing
Tillinghast re-unite with WOI?en's
Dormitory Council. I would like to
emphasize the fact that neither I
nor any other resident of
Tillinghast received· any form of
pressure from the Administra tion
or Dormitory Council. Several
residents expressed their interest
in Dormitory Council to me and in
view of this, I brought the issue to
the attention of the dormitory. The
decision was made by the individ'ual residents of Tillinghast.
The residents of Tillinghast feel
that Dormitory Council has
something to offer them; in return
we feel we can enhance the
strength and unity of Dormitory
Council. When I informed Sue
Wolejko (Dormitory Council
President) of our decision, she
expressed her happiness that ·t~e
women residents are once agam
united' and said that she was
'looki~g forward to working with
Tillinghast in the council.'
Patricia E. Hansbury
President- Tillinghast Hall

For all students
registered

to vote in BridgewaterThere will be a
Candidates Night
TONITE,
Feb. 15 at 7;30

Boston

State
Women's

Toke Over
On Tuesday February 13, at
12:30 P.M., a Women's Rights
group took over . the communications center m the administration building of Boston
State College. The college's
student newspaper OUTLOOK
reported to us that approximately
fifteen women took this action
feeling there were no other
alternatives available.
For two years students had
requested of the Administration
the establishment of a day care
center on the Boston State College
campus. They were told by the
Administration that there was no
space available. It was felt by
~)UTLoOKthat

""hat moved the

women to this line of action was
the renovating of a room in a
('ollege owned building to a faculty
lounge (bar). Apparantly, this was
lhe straw that broke the camel's
back.
Along with the day care center,
the women's group made four
other demands:
-Because women consist of 51 % of
the BSC student body, they
demanded 50% of the school's
athletic fee be channeled into
women's athletic programs. They
are presently receiving 12% of
$125,000 (monies collected from
athletic fees~.
-The elimination of salary
discrepancies between men and
women in faculty, staff and administration positions.
-The establishment of a Women's
Study Program
-The provision of a room for a
Women's Center
At the time of printing, the
Administration had agreed to meet
only the last of these demands. The
faculty members of Women's
Phys. Ed. Dept. informed the
protesters that only 34% of the
athletic fee would be sufficient for
women's programs. Concerning
the salary issue, the President
claimed that determining salaries
was not in his jurisdiction.
The women plan to remain in
the communications center until
all their demands are met.
Tuesday night, approximately ~O
students slept outside the room m
the hall in support of the protesting
women. The action has also been
supported by the women's rights
groups in the Boston area.
The action did not affect the
class scheduling on Wednesday,
however, most classes wer~
devoted to discussion of the issues
surrounding the incident.
group took over the communications center in the administration building of Boston
Slate College. The college's
student newspaper OUTLOOK
reported to us that approximately
15 women took this action feeling
there were no other alternatives
available
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Selectmen
O.K. Rathskellar

Tilly Women
Return to
Dorm Council

..

COLLEGE

On Monday February 12th, the
three-man Bridgewater Board of
Selectmen, handed down a longawaited decision about the Student
Union Rathskellar. Bya vote of 2
to 1 (the first split vote by the
Board in years) they approved the
granting of an all alcoholic
beverages club license to
Bridgewater State College. When
opponents to the licdense
demanded explanations from the
members of the Board , after the
decision was released, they were
denied. Possible court action in the
future prevented any discussion at
that time, the Selectmen said.
In January, 1971 , the idea of
converting the sub-level area of
the building, that was origin~lly
designated as a bowling alley, mto
a "rathskellar" was presented to
the Student Unin Board of
It was .passed
Governors.
unanimously. Sufficient resources
in the amount of approximately
$40,000 were available.
Construction began in December 1971
with the installation of a heat and
ventilation system to enable the
room to be used for a variety of
functions. The renovation of the
area began in March and April of
1972. The bar area. was construct.ed

i~

June and 'July.,E

1~_

The first attempt to gain a
liquor license was made in mid1972, when an application was
submitted by the Rathskellar~ Inc.
a private corporation. w~th v?~ious
college officials as Its officiers.
This application procedure was
modeled after the method employed by the Uni~e!sity ?f
Massachusetts in obtammg theIr
liquor license. At this time the
neighborhood abuttors were
notified of the request and things
began to happen. Various individuals in the immediate vicinity
of the Student Union Building
raised strong objections to the
granting of the license. Appeals
were made to the Selectmen and
the Town Counsel concerning the
problems that might possibly ari~e
if the SU facilities served alcoholIc
beverages ( the areas listed in the
application were the sub-ground
Rathskellar, cafeteria, in the
Formal Dining Room, 205, 206 ,
207 ballroom and Green Room).
l'he question of zoning became
the focus 0 the neighbors' legal
attack. The Town Counsel ruled
that a zoning variance was
required ,to operate a private
business on the residentially-zoned
college campus. In November
1972, a hearing was held before the
Bridgewater Appeals Board
concerning the variance request.
Arguments were heard from both
sides. Following the hearing the
coolege decided to withdraw it:s
request for a variance.
ThIS
request was approved by the
Appeals Board on the basi~ !hat.it
would not affect our pOSItIon III
seeking a liquor license.
On January 15th, 1973, the
Board of Trustees granted
President Adrian Rondileau
permission to apply fo~ an ~1l
alcoholic beverages club lIcense m
the name of Bgvxlewater State
College, Commonwealth of
An application
Massachusetts.
was filed with the town on this date
and President Rondileau listed
Edward Meaney, SU Director as
the manager of the facilities.
On Tuesday night, January

30th, a third public hearing was
held before the Selectmen and the
Town Counsel.
After certain
ground rules governing speaking
procedures were established, the
proponents were the first to speak.
President Rondileau was the
first to lend his full support to the
granting of the license and hi then
named Mr. Meaney as the chief
proponent who would present the
major arguments. Mr. Meaney
stressed the responsibility the
college had to the students and to
the townspeople, stating that a
facility of this type would lessen

1
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the burden on town establishments, particularily in light of the
empending 18 year old eligibility.
He described the function of a
Student Union and pointed out that
historically this has frequently
included a bar. He also discussed
lhe 'mfmy social, cultural and
recreational activities
the
Rathskellar has and will continue
to provide. Since the facility is
located in the sub-basement area,
the sound is insulated from the
outside and there are no external
indications such as signs, that the
Rathskellar even exists.
Mr.
Meaney said the philosophy -of
Bridgewater ha§-;:ywflYS b~e!1 "Jo

educate the enure ffl(lfVfdual.
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pohltedout tmtt, with tIle strict
rules'to . govern 'the use of the
facility, he fe1tp~oblemscould be
adequately dealt with.
An impressive list of college
administrators and faculty
members then spoke in Javor of the
license. Perhaps the most surprising event of the evening was
the appearance of Miss S.
Elizabeth Pope who graciously
spoke along with Dean Elle~ Shea
,ind others in support of the Issue.
One of the strongest voices for the
was
f~rmer
proponents
Bridgewater Dean Lee Harrmgton
who is presently president of
Massachusetts
Maritime
Academy.
The student support was led by
Cecilia De Marco and Kevin
Preston. Kevin cited _the many
sincere attempts that had been
made to solve the various
problems such as traffic patterns,
moise and parking that are among
the concerns of the neighbors. He
mentioned the various meetings
with the neighbors that had been
held in an attempt to find mutually
agreeable solutions to .t~e
problems involved.
CeCIlIa
pointed out that any students who
have had too much to drink would
be escorted to their dorms. or
homes by Rathskellarofficials. If
these students were in the same
condition in a town establishment,
they would be turned out on the
street to find their own way home.
The opponents were led by Dr.
Norman Johnson, on behalf of the
Boyden Neighborhood Association.
He questioned the true responsibilities of the college and the real
rights of the neighbors. Seeing a
host of potential sources ?f trouble,
he said "The administration wants
to be p~tted on the back for solving
problems they created." He said
controlling the Rathskellar was
not controlling drinking and
questioned whether it was
necessary
or wise to make
drinking more convenient. Dr.
.Johnson strongly objected to the
fact that while the plans for a bar
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BSC BEGINS PILOT PROGRAM
WITH UNIQUE
lOPEN COLLEGE'

by PaulO. Beane
I would like to address myself to the problem that has arisen concerning the language requirement and its relative status in the BSC
curriculum. At the outset let me state that I consider the study of
language essential to any B.A. program,but not, albeit, on the basis of
"rationales" or "relevant·considerations."
}l'irst, consider the"nature of -language: language is the arbitary
d
vance, WIll be available for
associa tion of symbol and meaning. It need not be spoken. It need not be
A Bridgewa tel' State College may still be file .
viewing by students on the eampus, Students will bw able to
written, Essentially it is a descriptive resource to the nature of reality, pilot program that will make
. te .inS t rue t'IOn aval'1 a ble to
f)r. l\'10rgan
C. Brown, professor
IV
f th
borrow casse tte tape re cordm'gs of.
the practical limits being the extent its (shared symbols) can be com- co11egta
'ther
of
socl'ology
and
director
.0
e
.
f·or horne use.
h
h
t
t
d
monly understood and utilized. We imagine the first human forms to mature s u en s w 0 ave nel
the programs
·
S
have participated in some form of communication sophisticated enough t he t Ime
nor the money t 0 pursue J)'IV'lSl'on of Behavioral SClen.ces,
• even teen sueh programs a-re
· her e duca t'lOn III
. the
tradl't,'onal
"(Ill dl'rect the Behavioral SCIence schedId
to be called "langage". Indeed it is woven into the very fabric of our hIg
"
u e over the 32-week cIass
history, and I suspect also our destiny. Second, consider the need for the manner will begin serving Sequence. Dr. Jordan ~. Fiore,
period. Students also will com-·
!;tudy of language in a B.A. curriculum. The Bachelor of Arts degree is SQu'theastern Massachusetts
professor of history and. director ?f plete assigned readings and write
t:i' b 15 .
the DI'VI'SI'on of Social SCIences, wIll reports for eac h pro gram . In!oiymholic of sort of a cross cultural citizenship. The recipient has crossed resl'-d-en t s- +;('.
over the limits of his social experiences to become "worldly" in a very
Bridgewater President Adrian direct the Social
Science structors for the various topics
will be available one night a week
real sense. This is important because at a time when specialization Hondileau said tlie"'unique "open Sequence.
further divides the human experience into ever narrower vocations, college" curriculum offered in a
Both Dr. Brown and Dr. Fiore for discussion, or by appointment
mankind requires a few indhriduals to step forth with a wider perspective Social Science Sequence and a said the open college idea has during the day.
_
on what is going on. A proper perspective on man would have to include a Behavioral Science Sequence is appealed to a wide variety of
Subjects to be covered include
aimpd at those people whose needs individuals. Those already ac- the American Genius in Science_
study of the language he uses to communicate to himself.
But whieh one? Mathematics? Sign language? Hebrew? Clearly, can not be met by a full time ccpted include:
and Invention, the American
man has not limited himself to one variation of language types, but has academic program or by con--A man in his mid-fifties who Theatrical Experience, Radio and
several at his desposal. Here lies the crux of the issue. No one masters tinuing education courses. Both never completed high school and Television as Factors in our
the understanding of the function of language by learning any particular sequences require a minimum who took a high school
Civilization, American Art and
language, rnuch less two particular languages. Language (as any number of hours of campus con- equivalency exam some years ago, Music, Marriage, Family Life and
French professor will tell you) is best experiences in its cultural setting. tact.
but didn't bother to find our if he Divorce in American, and the Rise
There is something aboutthe way in which we experience language as we
"Wp recognize," said Dr. passed.
Motivated
by the of Urbanization.
use it that can facilitate or debilitate its functional efficiency. And those Hondileau, "that our original and program, he dug into the records,
The video-taping and cassette
two levels of experience and usage are as arbitrarily associated as the continuing responsibility is to the found he wa entitled to an recording are under the direction
symbols and meanings within language itself.
rcqular undergraduate students pquivalency diploma
and will of Dr. Henry Rosen, chairman of
T say all this to attack the B.S.C. curriculum for not taking this into and to those pursuing regular study psychology in the new the Department of Instructional
consideration. Having the option of learning one of four modern masters degree programs. But we program.
Media.
European languages is about the equivalent of learning four American- also recognize a further respon--A successful business man
Students in the30-week·
I~nglish dialects as far as learning that much about the function of sibility to reach those persons who wants to complete the college Behavioral Science Sequence will
language. The biggest contributor to that affinity is the common Western whose
circumstances require career he interrupted nearly 10 pursue individually tailored·'
world point of view they all basically share. That is a detrimental cir- !ipecial programs."
veal'S ago after only a semester, academic assignments aimed atcumstance if one reinforces what one practically already knows in terms
Applications for the program i l("U study in the Social Science achieving long-range academicor
of function. To wit, one does not learn essentially that much more to
S(·quence.
professional goals. Students will
require it in a B.A. degree program.
--A woman, mother of nine, who receive field· placements. EachAs I see it there are tW9 concurrent solutions. One, .open the BITCH-U-AIRES
wants to work with juvenile program also will include excurriculum and letpcopie' take languages other than those offered. Two, deliquents and who hopes for a tensive readings in anthropology,
redefine what constitutes learning a language. Someone planning to * This column is designed for field placement with a court under sociology or psuchology, and the
teach deaf children will probably learn more about communication by students who have gripes con- the Behavioral Science Sequence. writing of analyses and critiques.
learning sign language than Spanish. Why should this person be cerning anything & everything- to
~-A .. fJerSOl) ~onnected with. a -Students will- make- weekly" 'tape:: _"
penalized for the curriculum's·lack of scope
speak their peace without writing penal iris'titution who wants to recorded reports and have
I am ready to see, and would serve on any type of committee to re- a long and 1'nvolved letter to the study psychology and sociology.
. d'
f
'th 'n
peno IC con erences, \¥l ... 1 -_
h .
f h t
exGtmJne. not the issuys of )anguage requiremen.t; but t e Issues 0 W a ·editor. 1"you have a neef; Just jot it~ _.. The -Social Science Sequence~! - struetors .. _
.
.. - ...
the best wa'y [s to fulfill iti.n the 20th cen'tury. Let us focus or! the best way down and leave it in the COM- entitled "Out Contemporary
Cost of each sequence is $330.
to provide a quality B.A. degree at B.S.C.
MENT office or the, S.D. In- Civilization", will make heavy ul?~ Fifteen semester hours oft1n~'
'formation booth. . Names are of :'viaeo'-;tape and cassette ctergraduate '.creoit . wil1~be:'~
necessary_lut will be e with~field recordings. ·l~t:;ctuTes and panel awarded - after succeSSful com~
upon ~equest:
. presentatil)~,__vjden- taped in <!d~ ple.thm. __ . '.'
,_ •

BO\N":T'j e- Fa c'ti o"n

--:<.-:'

'lilVode"s- BS'C'"

I{umor has it that a certain
faction here at Bridgewater is
attempting a revival of bow_ ties.
Not that -I, -nor any of· the COMMB~NT staff has anything per':
~onally against bow ties, it's just,
well, I wouldn't want my sister to
marry one. Not that it infers
anything about the wearer, some
of my best friends wear bow ties.
Also. it's not that the bow tie has a
had history, some of our greatest
l1wn have worn bow ties, for'
('xample ... uh ... well,,,
A l'eliable source tells us that
there
is
an
underground
movement on compus which would
result in ALL H.S.C. men wearing
bow ties. (Next: Knickers and
sweaters with stripes on the
sleeves.) We received a note in the
COMl\n~NT office saying that this
subversive group was beginning
their "B ow tie Brainwashing"
here at Bridgewater. We have no
information Lo date of publication
as to how this group is going to
subvert our College Community
hul",it is possible that the head of
the "Bow tie Brigade" has already
taken control of the radio station
"Wl'ar Bows In Mass" and the
closed circuit T.V.'s and will flash
periodie messages from the "Big
Bow Tie". He may employ sly
tadies sllch as commercials
featuring sleazy Germans, saying,
"There's :.-;omeling about a
Bridgewn ter Bow-tie man! "
Mavbe, "All my men use
Bridgewater Bow-ties",
or
possihly, "Bow tie a little knot will
do ya - they'll love to get their
fingers on your lie! They may
('ven l'l~sort to the hardsell and say,
'''I'ociay's bow-tie wants to wear
you ~., or, "Hi! I'm Barbara-tie
It

lllt" "

Wha(pver theit' m('thod, this is a
warning. Bt, on thl' look out for
short haired, bearded men with
bow tit-s, IIsually w('aring drab

\.

pullover sweaters and matching
socks. Above all. don't be fooled
by the line a slinky woman (or
I:nan) might use to have you shed
your long, wide tie; such come-ons
as "Take it off, take it all off!!"
Unfortunately. no one in high
administrative positions was
available (or solicited) for comment. It is rumored, however, that
when approached, President
Hondileau said, ( after hiding his
bow tie in the pocket of his
Bridgewater bearskin coat) "No
one can ever destroy the great
m oral and social enthusiasm tha t
Bridgewater has in its College
Community.
Neither Red nor
Yellow, bow or straight tied,
convertible or hard top, can ever
destroy what has laken us years to
develop, that sense of love and
devotion each student has for
(sigh! ) Bridgewater State College,
founded 184() on of the first three
Normal Schools in the U. S. A. and
the only one in existence today that
hasn't changed. Again I 'say', no
faction has divided Bridgewater
and none shall,as lorig as love and
devotion are its foundation, and
refusal to be ministered unto is its
capstone." Almost anticlimatic
was the lreasonous response attributed to Dean Shea, "1 kinda
think they're sexy!" Dean Deep is
said to have stood on his desk and
!icreaml'd, "W!! shall fight them in
the cafeteria-- in the lounge--onthe
reflecting water front--and from
the womb of NOD but we shall
never give up the orientation
program. The "Bow tie Bandito"
will never stand a chance against
Ihe Campus Gestapo--I mean,
Police."
In conclusion, I must warn you
:lgainst these people. they are
dangerous and ,;"ill only stop at
lotal conlrol of your neck.

by Mike Vieira

I am a senior and my gripe is
. the. parking situation .here .at the
college. I can't figure out why the
~ollege has X amount of parking
<;paces for Xplus 500 cars. This is ..
a joke. Maybe whoever is· in
charge can't count!
Ticketed

My gripe is the student who
walks over the grass instead of
using the sidewalks. Come spring
there will be beaten paths across
the lawns. What do they want, a
concrete college? This college
could really look beautiful with
untrod lawns.
Grass Lover
Just one question. Do all girls
that go to this college act so cold
towards guys they don't know?
There's some girls that I'd really
like to get to know.
Horney
Who came up with the stupid
idea to put that oversized rusty can
opener behind the Union? Not
only is it ugly, but its to big to open
bottled beer. I found this out last
weekend.
Sober
Why do profs continue to take
attendance? Are we little kids that
have to go to class everyday or
bring a note home from mommy if
we don't'? Maybe the profs can't
leach
a whole lesson for 50
minutes and use this as a time
filler.
If('re
Why can't I have a girl roommate'? I think this would increase
my ('ducation. It wouldn't have to
he any particular girl. Anyone
would do as long as she was open
minded. I wish someone would do
sOllH.'thing in a hurry, because. the
longer it takes, the better my
roommate looks.
(;I'lting Swt'et on Ppll'.

by -Frank Botta

Last night, as· I sat at the kitchen table peeling potatoes, I said to
myself, "Self, why are you peeling potatoes instead of having you wife do·
it?" So, being a person that speaks his mind, I said to my wife, "Wife,
how come 1', peeling the potatoes instead of you'?" I figuered I had her
over a barrel. She came back with the reply,
"Becallse I'm left handed and we only have a right handed potato
peeler. Left handes are forgotten when it comes to the essential items."
Feeling bad, I apoligized. You see, I , like many others never think of
left handers. This began to bother me and, having nothing more pressing
to do, I began to notice all the problems that face a south-paw. Not only
can they not peel potatoes, but they also can't peel carrots, I immediately said a prayer for my left-handed rabbit and proceeded. It
bothE:red me that even the on-off switch on my T.V. was situated so that it.
was comfortable for a righty.
The poor forsaken minority of left handed people suffer the ills of
discrimination throughout ourso{:!iety. Even the fact that they are called
"Southpaws" bothered me: Why aren't right handed people called
"northpaws"'? Why don't we place our left hand over our heart when we
salute our flag instead of Or right? Even door knobs are situated. so that a
righty can easily enter or leave an establishment comfortably.
The list grew longer and longer. With each additional item that came
to mind, my temper rose that much more. I was going to write it down in my notebook but, I threw it out the window because the spirals were
situated so that it was advantageous for a right handed person. Having
no one to talk to, I called my dad.
"Dad," I said. "Do you realize the problems that face left handed
people?"
'_
"What have you been smoking?'! He puffed.
I hung up on the dear old man and called my grandmother .
'
"Nana, do you realize the tormenting situations lefties are subject
to?"
_
_
" . _
"Whats-a-for matter wit you?" She hung up on me. Myimage of niceold grand mothers was shattered. Thoughts flew my head: _
.
"Car shift of right side of steering wheel."
"Drinking fountains for righties."
"Name on the right corner of school p:!pers."
"Right on!"
"Right hand shake."
1\1 y mind was rea?y to snap. After two more beers I fell asleep.
.. By the next mornmg I ~ad almost forgotten this problem, but, on the
\\dy to school, I saw a SIgn that read "Right turn only" Mv temper
(:~~lo~:d. made a silen~ pledge to the God of Southpaw~. 'iefty", 1.
said, I \\ III make a publIc announcement to all Southpaws to unite and
~~e ~ollnte~_" So. I now issue the cry to all Southpaws:
If vou WIsh to be counted. raise your right hand."

,.I
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Booze & Pot: The Metaphysical 'Distinction
by KT. Veal
Heprinted from ,the Alternative.
Suppose you enjoyed breaking the legs of small dogs. You live in a society notorious for
cynophilia, so your neighbors might object. Indeed, they Might haul you before a
municipal court on some such unlibertarian charge as "cruelty to animals," threatening to
separate you for a time from both canine and human society. Hall would you defend your
freedon?
There are (barring a plea that mutilation of animals is symbolic speech protected by the
l"irst Amendment) two available courses. One is to explain straightforwardly to the jury
why you like to break dog's legs. You might appeal to the musical sound of slowly cracking
bones or to th(~ sense of personal fulfillment to be found in mastering another being's fat~
or to the need for rehellion against an Establishment that employ,s dogs in its military
operations.
Such arguments might save you from prison - by convincing your neighbors that you
belonged in an asylum.
However, you might argue differently, and, I suspect, with greater prospect of success.
Instead of explaining, reclassify. Announce that you are engaged in "scientific research,"
not admittedly, of the customary, hide-bound sort, but research nevertheless. Point out
that acknowleged scientists infect small dogs with painful diseases, subject then to dubious
surgeries, and even, sometimes, break their legs. If society does not punish those
researchers, why should it punish you? Your case may not carry the day, because the
common men on juries often possess a quantum sufficit of common sense, but you will
surely impress the judge or the Court of Appeals (for judges are educated men after the
twentieth century fashion, and therefore more impressed by Classes than by Things).
Thus, you may eventually win in the higher tribunals and be able to return to your individual pursuit of happiness. Maybe you will end up as an "historic case in the struggle
for civil liberties, ., and be invited to address a banquet of the ACLU.
Putting Things· into Classes is the beparty arrives after half the passengers
ginning of reason. Imagining that this
on the sinking ship are already drowned,
it doesn't abandon the rest out of a sense
process alters the Things is the beginning
of silliness. And silliness is not a rare
of equity. A man who can stop an arsonaffliction. It is not limited to madmen who
ist is not persuaded to refrain on the
establish a common ground between
ground that the building next door has
torture and medical research. Everybeen destroyed by lightning. Similarly,
day' politicians and publiCists seize on the
on the basis of the argument we are confarthest-fetched analogies between A
sidering, marijuana has no claim to legaland Z to prove th~t placing these letters
ity just because no one has figured out an
at the opposite ends of the alphabet is an
effective way to ban alcohol.
illiberal prejudice that society can no
Some readers have probably already
longer tolerate.
come up with an answer to my inversion
This is the error that permeates most
of their standard debating point. They
present discussion of marijuana. Both
are muttering tQ. themselves, "This felmarijuana and alcohol, used in sufficient
low writes so glibly about logic, yet he's
no master of the art. Look at the silly
quantity, cause marked changes in behavior, most strikingly a decline in what
error that he's just now committed." And
our sober selves would call "raUonality.'1
what, pray, is my mistake? -"You asFrom this point of resemblance, it has
SlIme that alcohol and marijuana have the
same effects. But they don't, so your
become an assumption of most debate that
mar~juana is simply the counter-culture's
sophistical little inversion is irrelev~t."
verSlon of the martini. A favorite juxtaYes, that is the pr-oper reply, My in-position of movie and television scriptverted argument proceeds from a false
writers is the booze-squiffing parent and
premiss. But I have taken that premiss
the pot-smoking child. The implication is
from the argument that I am inverting.
that between alcohol and ·marijuana;
If alcohol and marijuana have sUbstantithere is merely a di~tinction without a
ally different effects, then they are difdifference, and that Daddy is a fascist
ferent Things belonging in different
Classes .. rhere is no more reason to
hypocrite for supporting laws' that" jail
Sonny's friends and suppliers. The title
accord them the same treatment than
of a recent pro-Iegalization-of-pot book,
there is to give medical research grants
Marijuana: The New Prohibition, states
to animal· torturers. Marijuana must
the argument concisely.
stand on its own, not lean on the legal
In various forms., this argument has.
priviledges of liquor.
been stated so oftelt.tthat everyone seems
Outside the debating room, the friends
to have overlooked a point that at once
of marijuana are well enough aware that
springs to mind as soon as one steps back
its resemblance to alcohol is remote. They
never apply to the use of pot the reand looks at the implications of the equation:it tells as heavily against pot as for
straints that drinkers apply to liquor as
it. The Old Prohibitionists, after all, were
a matter of course. I fancy that the most
not wrong when they claimed that liquor
~rdent friend. of bour~n would have ~elt
has many effects that society would be
It somewhat mappropnate for me to Imbetter off without. Broken homes, barbibe a flask of that beverage at my Yale
room brawls, DT's, and hangovers were
graduation ceremony., But ,~ome of my
not spawned by Carrie Nation's fancies.
classmates w~re .. turl11~~ on at the sa,?e
What defeated Prohibition was not a
ceremony, WIth no VISible reprobatIOn
paucity of solid arguments against alfrom their pro-marijuana comrades. As
cohol's use, nor a . considered decision
. a consumer of alcoho~, I. sho~ld not be
that the use was worth the abuse, but
gleeful to learn tha~ JUnIor high sch?ol
the fact that strong drink is too firmly
students were sneakmg to the lavatOrIes
rooted in the affections of western man to
for shots of brandy between classes. Hav:
be abolished by legislative fiat, Where
you ever hear:<! an advocate of marIBacchus is not so much at home, as in the
juana deplore Its use by teens and subMoslem lands, governments have been
teens?
able to restrict his worship and hew down
As the fmal proof, why, except because
his altars. American oil company emthey believe that .the two substances are
ployees in Saudi Arabia have discovered
fundamentally di!ferent, sho~ld those
that they must erect clandestine stills;
who favor c~nnabls be ~o OU.t~lghtly h05the gendarmerie has dried up the bootleg
ti~e toward bquor? TheIr wrltmgs seethe
traffic in spirits.
WIth sneer at the besotted older. gener~Despite the blossoming of the counttion, unfavorably contrasted WIth theIr
own upstanding selves. Sometimes they
er-culture its favored intoxicant is still
no strong~r here than liquor in Saudi
go further than literary ~ttack, as when
the Yale, Daily News trIed, two ye~rs
Arabia. Confining its use to the f~g«:s of
society presents no insu~erable dif~lcul?ack, ~o mterest the, New Haven Police
ties. Ninety-five percent of Amenca~s
I~ c~osl~g down Mo~y s. Men do not draw
have no strong affection for pot. They wlll
?istl~ctlOns so bltterly. .unl,:ss th~y
submit to regulation, leaving the dissen·
nnagme that some real dIstmctions eXist
ters as fish in a desert.
.
to be dr~wn..
...
.
With no reason to fear a massive backThe first ~b~lOUS dls~mcho~-It may
lash of civil disobedience such as Proseem ~uperflCIaI, .but ~t sprmg~ from
hibition inspired, one can make a pret~y
somethmg deeper-ls a difference_m nUffigood case for depriving Sonny of hIS
ber. ~lcohol has many uses. Some men
quasi-martini. Only a mad sense of fair
do. drmk t.o .es~ape the ~orld. But others
play would say that the existence of one
dr~nk. to Jom It ore h;mly. A proper
evil justifies the existence of all others.
drmkmg ~arty With old Jokes and songs
Because some murderers will never be
and old friends (w~om you may have met
caught, we don't free the ones who are
onlr a~ hour ~go) L<;, as the Greeks knew,
(at least we didn't used to). If the rcscuf'
a bfelme pulImg us back to the world of

:n

things and men from the realm of introspective solitude into which it is so easy
to slip (into which the solitary drunk, with
his eternal, egoistic reveries, has slipped).
This sort of drinking is not confined to
festive occasions. The quiet beer after
work, the quarter-hour that dissipates
our narrow, fiendish concentration and
prepares our spirits to receive what the
world has next to offer us, is also a
. 'social drink," though no one may be
nearby. Nor should I forget that beer and
wine and brandy and whiskey can be
drunk from a mere liking for their
aromas and tastes. If they were suddenly
to lose all their physiological effects,
wine would stilI be taken with meals and
beer with snacks. Brandy would still be
just the thing to round off a banquet, and
whiskey would remain' a noble accompaniment to the evening.
Now, marijuana may be excellent for
its own peculiar use, but it has only one.
It affects the mental processes. It gives
rise to what its users call "new perceptions." It permits men to fly from the
mundaneness of their everyday senses
intQ a realm "sensitivity." But this is all.
No one goes to a pot party simply for a
sociable evening with the boys. No one
puff~ a non-intoxicating quantity of grass,
for relaxation. Never do "you hear of potand-pretzels or of a hostess searching for
the right variety of cannabis to enhance
her dinner nor of anyone eulogizing the
flavor of vintage reefers. Consciousnesschanging is marijuana's only trade.
Its users find this trade well worth the
imposts. Given encouragement, they will
devote many unstoned hours to praising I
the pleasure, enlightenment, and insight
that they find in their "new state of consciousness." They express pity for the
rest of us. How much happier and wiser
the world would be if everyone turned on!
Alcohol has never promised so much.
Bacchus too will rescue yoti from the'
"light of common day" if you let him.
He, however, says frankly that his method
is to blot out the dull light, not to provide
a superior illUInination. If you asrk him for

a less drastic remedy, he points back at
the world, at the very tiresomeness"that
you wanted to get away from. He turns
. your face towards the human being next
to you, toward the bench you are sitting
on, toward the taste and feel of the glass
in your hand. In vino veritas--which
means, truth is found in Things, not away
from them. In vino, in rebus, non in tc
ipso!
No one should be surprised that western
philosophy began In sympos·ia, drinking
parties, nor that the philosophy with such
roots has always had as its central
assumption the existence of an objective
universe to which individual speculations

must conform. The whole West, divided
on everything else, unites to shout the
great axiom, that thinking does not make
it so.
This is not an axiom congenial to marijuana. The pot-smoker receives his "insights" by peering into himSelf, not by
fixing his attention on the world, and he
regards his inspiraUons as private truths.
He rejects any notion of objective verification. Generously, he will allow other
persons to have other truths, all these
private revelations being not so much contradictory as incommensurable.
No wonder there is such hot warfare
oetween the followers of Bacchus and the
worshippers of the hempen gods from the
East. .The subject of their quarrel is
only the universe.
The quarrel is not such as we of the
West are accustomed to. It is not like the
division between Plato or Aristotle or between Descartes and Kant or between any
other schools of western thinkers. 'For
these disputants could dispute. They all
agreed that propositions about the uni~
verse are either true or false (or badly
stated, rut that is a different problem).
No one suggested that contradictory ideas
were both entirely correct, or that there
was no way for their proponents to debate.
The metaphYSics fostered by marijuana
cannot dispute. Debate among the holders
of private visions is not even conceivable.
What would they argue about? If truth is
an individual affair, how can anyone
argue, except in the manner of people
"arguing" about their favorite colors?
The chasm is complete. Every time one
side begins an argument by pointing to
the universe, the other will reply by pointing to himself, and each will be firmly
.convinced that his· antagonist is fatUous: .
This is why· marijuana has such deadly
import for the survival of societY; It is the
missionary of falsehood. It provides an
irrational tug toward the abandonment of
the western axiom of a real lUliverse~
Where· reas.on is speechless,nloods -and

emotions are powerful orators. We have
good reason to fear these orators. Long
before Freud, the West knew that the
pit of man's soul is oot a garden of delights; it rots with delusions and devils.
We do not want the truths dredged from
that mire,
In the deepest folds'of Bacchus, men see
pink elephants. They are, to the eye, funny creatures, more likely to raise a
smile than a whiff of terror. But today
marijuana is encouraging men to release
those elephants from their cages and ride
them pell-mell through the world. It
may prove that what looks pink at a diS-,
tance is really not so lovely. 0

THE PEOPLE'S CHOICE
"We cater to whatever the
people's choice may be"
every Mon. and Tues. nights- featuring

"RAY MAC"
Playing his 12 stringer to the IIPeople's choice"
Folk, Rock dance, top forties, classical,
oldies and oriQinals :

compuferizedpercussion.

one mile from campus • Rte. 18 and 28
come on down the street
coming

Feb. 13-16

Breakaway"s

(Wed.-Sat.)

Top Fortie's

no cover - Mon and Tues.

Bill - Rod Tyrell

.
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JOBS

SSC Conducts

iVew Boards of Trustees

LOOKING FOR A JOB

Summer Institute
Bridgecaler State College will
conduct a six-week summer institute for :lO secondary school
teachers of seciology beginning
.July2, it has been announced by
Dr. Morgan C. Brown, professor of
sieiology and director of the
Division of Behavioral Sciences.
The
Institute.
supported
financially by the National Science
Foundation, has two goals:
I-To t'xamine and study
newacurriculum materials useful
for teaching siciology in grades
seven to twelve.
2-To introduce sociological
concepts useful for a scientific
understanding of the fundamental
structure oft society.

Courses to be offered are
Curricular Materials, Urban
Sociology and Urban Minority
Hela tions. Each course will
provide training equivalent to two
semester hours of graduate credit.
'fhi Institute is open to teachers
in Massachusetts and Phode
Island. Applications can be ob~
tained by writing Dr. Morgan C.
Brown at Bridgewater State
College. Bridgewater,
Massachusetts 02:324.
Conpleted applications should
he postmarked by March 1. Applications receuved after that date
wi1l be given only limited consideration.

More than thirty-five different
copanies, fraduate schoolk and
school systeems will be participating in an "Opportunity
Exposition" being sponsored
jointly by Eastern Nazarene,
Southeastern Massachusetts
University, Stonehill, Curry, and
Bridgewater. "Expo" will be held
on Wednesday, March 7th in the
South Academic Auditorium at
Curry College inMilton from 10: 00
am - 3:00 pm. All seniors and
graduate students are encouraged
to take advantage of this free
opportunity to talk with recruitment 'interviewers representing
diverse
occupational
opportunities.
For listings of participating
companies and a map to Curry
College please come to the Office
of Student Services.

Proposed for State Colleges

Governor Francis W. 1972 that call for a post
education
Sarg~nt's reorganization of secondary
planning
commission.
Commonwealth academia
will remove all authority
Technological Institute ·and
from the individual boards
Southeastern Massachusetts
of trustees of state
Universi
ty
wil be
institutions and remand all
effort
to
eliminated
in
an
power to two 15 member
save
a
portion
of
the
$385
"su perboards" with the
million in annual operating
majority of those members
costs for the lay policy and
appointed by the governor.
The super power play· governing boards.
Five regional education
also calls for five regional
boards,
each consisting of
education boards
CAMPUS INTERVIEWS
15
members,
wi~l govern the
Feb. 20 - Metropolitan Life controlling six .to seven
institutions in the following
s tate campuses each
Insurance Co.
manner:
eradica
ting
the
central
su:a~~~ ~~.- The Travelers In* Region I - UMass at
offices of the University of
Amherst, We;:;tfidd State
Massachusetts, the provost
Sign upBoyden
in the Office
ServicesHall of Student
College, North Adams State
of
the
11
state
colleges,
and
PPart time, full time and summer
College, Berkshire
jobs are listed on the main bulletin the head 0 f the 14
Community College,
board in Boyden Hall
community colleges.
S p r i n g fie I d T e. ch
The information is
Community Col1ege,
contained in the Governor's
Holyoke Community
reorganization message on
College, Greenfield
education to be delivered
Community College.
Tuesday,
* Region II'
The
Governor's
For all those interested in touring
University
of Massachusetts
reorganization
plan
for
lVI.C.I., the Psych Club is offereing
at Worcester, Worcester
a field trip Tues., Feb. 20th, at 1:00. education was drafted by
State, Fitchburg State, Mt.
A bus will be provided behind the gubernatorial appointee, Dr.
gym. All are welcome.
Also J o5;.eph M. Cronin,
Wachusett Community·
Feb. 27th ~t 10:.00, John Ferreira of
College, Quinslgamond":-"
. Paiul Dever State School will Secretory of Education' and
Community College, and
speak on Behavior Modification in Cultural Affairs.
.
F.ramingham State.
S.U.~Dem. A movie will also be
Under the, educational
shown.
* Region III- Lowell
revamping, which will be a
Tech,
Lowell. State, Salem
major part of the governor's
S
tat
e , Mid d 1 e'se x'
cabinet. re<;>rganization, Dr.
Community College,
Cronin is the chief
Northern Essex Community
,education'al .'officer .~f' the
College, North Shore
Commonwealth, sitting on
Community College.
all boards and councils. '
* Regi o-n IV
1 f t he 1egis 1a t u r e
Southeastern Massachusetts
approves the proposal, the
University, Bridgewater
two major ruling bodies in
State, Mass. Maritime
the Commonwealth will be
Academy , Bristol'
the Board of Elementary
Community
College,'
and Secondary Education
M
assasoit
Commu...nity
(replacing State Board of
College, Cape Cud
Education) and the Board
Comriiunity College.
of Post Secondary
* Region V
Education (replacing the
University of Massachusetts
Board of Higher Education.
at Boston, Boston State,
Each Board will be
Mass. College of Art, Mass.
comprised of 15 individuals.
Four persons appointed by
Bay Community College~.
Franklin Park Community
the Governor will serve
College, and the unfinished:':'
simultaneously on both
Bunker Hill Community.··
boards (five year terms) and
College.
"
four individuals appointed
by the Governor to each
board separately (also five
year terms).
There will also be one
student representative on
each board and Dr. Cronin
will serve ex officio.
In addition, the
[Hilton, Wis.-(I.P. )-Milton College~:~'"~
Governor may appoint to
recently announced aneW: .',
the Board of Post Secretary
"Options 70's" plan which will'
Education up to six
make it financially· easier .for
additional persons to satisfy
stUdents to attend the small independent college.
Federal regulations of the
The. plan which will go·' inM,
Education Amendments of
effect In the fall of 1973 includes (1)
The Governor also has a four-year fuaranteed tuition.
the power to designate the
freeze, (2) a monthly paument::'
chairmen of the two
program for tuition and fees· aru{:
(:1) the opportunity for students
statewide boards.
The 75 trustees that graduate in three years.
~o,:, g~vern the Bay State's
InstItutIOns - UMass, State
18
College system, Community
Colleges, Lowell Rooms for Rent: Women-Men.

Bea U t y Ma k es I t
Wl-th A Beast At BSe
This marks the 5th year of
Bridgewater State College's ever
popular Children'S
Theatre
production. The play that has been
selected is the musical version of
BEAUTY AND THE BEAST by
Juanese and Westley Van Tassel.
I t is under the direction of
Professor Stephen M. Levine of the
Speech and Theatre Department.
A refreshing new approach has
been initiated by Professor Levine
in that the original music score
has been transposed into· rock
music to be played by a rock
combo for all performances.
The production designer, John.
Hel1~r, has departed form a

convential frame setting, to
convey the magic and fantasy of a
child's fairy tale.
The cast has been selected and
there· will be a total of 15 per~
formances form March 8-12 on
campus and March 13-16 on tour.
Student director for this
production is Jo Anne Brennan and
the cast includes ...
Timothy- Paul Long
Rotundra - Debbie DiCicco
Master Mariner - Gary Genard
Beauty - Donna Milani
Freely Feracious - Herb Beatty
Lord Louadime - Barry Low
Midnigh~ - Jan Pieri
Beast - Chick Luther

Tour

M.C.I.

-COME DOWN!
Monday Feb. 19th

10% OFF
I

I

- on everything
in the store
let's celebrate

Washington's Birthday!

Options
70~s

First 200 cllstolllers will have
cherry pie and coffee for

ONLY 19c

So let's enjoy the holiday!

to

GRANTS
Campus Plaza Rte.
Bridgewater

For Rent

Ca~l 697-2030 after 4:00 p.m.
Bndgewater. )
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What's a.
Monrnoth??
bv 1\1 a ,'Y Chris Kenney

. Unlilthe Feb. :3rd weekend all
lhat lhe F'orensic Club members
could associate with the word
"l\'Ionmoth" was its similarity in
sound to "mammoth", that wooly
t1l:lstedOll. Now we know very
d('finitdy that a Monmoth is the
name of (l picturesque liberal arts
eol1egp in Wpst Long Beach, N.J.
wilt'/'{' Wl' spent two unforgettable
davs at the Phi Kappa Delta
Sp~~('{'h Tournament. Little did we
(All ison Avery. Cindy Berryman,
Martha Canney, Jean Fuller,
mvself. and our coach and trusty
chauffeur. Susan Miskelly) Think
that with all the fog and ice of
Friday morning that our dreary
liv(-'s would be enlivened with the
('xcitement of this toul'l1ament.
One hundred representatives
from ns far wist as Ohio University
.1Ild as :-;outh as Old Dominion of
Virginia were present. The meals
were
fantastic
and
the
organization of the Individual
Events showed the true efficiency
of our hosts. Our college entered
several events, making a good
showing; Cindy Berryman in her
Persuasive and 'Public-address
speeches and t\.llison Every in her
Impromptu and Extemporaneous

Diet
Workshop
Women interested in losing
weight! We've started a diet
workshop on campus available to
all women whether you have 5 Ibs.
to lose or 105. JFirst meeting is
Tues., Feb. 20th at 6:30, Student
Union Rm. 205, 206. Come and get
weighed-in Tues. night.

Art

Exhibit
You are cordially invited to
a t tend the Art Department
Faculty Art Exhibit.
now on
display in the art gallery of the
Student Union Building through
March 4.
r am pleased to sat that some
fifty pieces of art that will he on
display will cover a diver.se mnge
of art l'xpression and medm and be
of both a two and three eli mensilHlal nature. This exhibit will
provide an excellent opportunity
fot' members of the Art Departl1H'nt to acquaint the college
eommunitv with their respective
areas of s'ludio interests.
Tam hopeful that you will be able
lo attend.
Sincerely, Stephen I". Smalley,
(~hairnl<ln, Art Department

INVITATION
All members of the College
Community will be interested to
leal'll of the visit to our campus of
Ill'. Joseph M. Cronin. Secretary of
I':ciucational Affairs for the
Commonwealth of Massachusetts,
on Thursday, !<'ebruary 22, 197?
Dr. Cronin will present hiS
proposed reorganization plan for
('ducalion in the Commonwealth
and all members of the College
('Olnmunil.y are invited to attend
and exchange views on the
proposed reorganization plan.
The meeting will be held at 3:00
p.m. in the Demonstration Room
of the Student Union.

Speaking showed definite signs of
becoming future trophy winners.
Martha Cooney, .J can Fuller also
made improvements
Speaking showed definite signs of
becoming future trophy winners.
Martha Cooney, .Jean Fuller, and I
also made impl'Ovements on our
speaking. making higher scores on
th(' second round.
B('sides enjoying the seacoast
with its rolling surf, lying on
vibrating beds and swimming in
the healed pool, we were fortunate
pnough to tour the palatial mansions on Monmoth's campus,
which was the site of Woodrow
Wilson's summer home. But the
climax of our trip was dining
Gprman-American style at a
restaurant situated on the highest
point of .the Atlantic seacoast.
How can we forget Johns
Hopkins University, Mickey
Mouse. Exxon coffee mugs, or, the
Debate team's new motto: "TOO
DIE: TO DEBATE: PERCHANCE TO
, ah, there's
the watermelon." (You fill in the
blanks).
Off to South Connecticut in
March!

MONEY!
Ii'JNANCIAL
AID
ANNOUNCEMENT
Seco.nd
semester payments of Economic
Opportunity Grants and National
Direct Student Loans will' be
dispersed during the week of Feb.,
26, 197:3.
Students should be
making appointments to. p,ick up
their checks starting on Monday,
Feb. 19. in the Financial Aid Office,
Boyden Hall. Both copies of the
promissory notes are needed
before checks ate issued.

C4THOLIC
CENTER

An
Interview
With
Chris
Swanson

1974 Senior
Student
Teachirg

FIORE
NAMED
TO
EDITORIAL
BOARD

For members of the Class of
1974 who wish to apply for Off-

Dr. Jordan D. Fiore, History
chairman
at
Ih'partn1<.'nt
Bridgewater State College, has
he('n namf.'d to the Editorial Board
for the lVfaRsachusetts volumes in
the Bibliography of New England

The following questions were
posed in a recent interview with
Chri~ Swanson bv COMMENT
series.
A scholarly group. the Comt'eporter Mary Chri~ Kenney after
111 i ttee f or
aNew England
the recent concert held at BSC.
Ques. What are the other types of Bibliography, Inc. has been
planning the multi-volume work
:-;ynthesizers you are using?
for
five years. The work will enAns. We have modified the main
compass
the period from SetMoog for various needed effects
Ques. What knowledge is needed Hement to December 1970. The
to learn the basics of moog Massachusetts volumes,. planned
for completion. in 1975. "':111 be the
playing?
first volumes In the senes. John
Ans. readings on electronics;
Haskell is the editor of the
music production with tapes,
John
volumf.'s, and Professor
recorders and mixers.
Borden Armstrong of Boston
Ques. Would piano or organ ex- University is the Chairman of the
perience help?
Committee.
Ans.
Somewhat on Keyboard
Some years ago, Dr. Fiore and
playing, but the moog itself is not
Dr. !<'rancis G. Walett, now
vet an instrument for home use
professor of history at Worcester
~md enjoyment. I don't know of Sta te College. compiled a
many homes which could support bibliography of Massachusetts
the required 60-12 volts for the
local history which has since been
synthesizer than 110 for the whole given to the committee for its use.
circuit.
Other members of the editorial
Ques. What is the cost for a Moog?
hoard are Miss Mary L. Fisher of
Ans. about $1,500 (mini-moog) up
the Harvard Law school Library,
to about $4,000 for the main Moog.
John Cushing, librarian of the
Ques. How widewpread is use of
Massachusetts Historical Comthe Moog in the U.S.?
mission and Professor Ric;hard
Ans. Many groups of all types are
Busha~ of the Boston University
beginning to use the moog more
History Department.
and more. In Paris where it was
developed it is very widespread.
JUNIORS: . There 'wilIbe
Qiles .. What are John Weize and
another meeting for all those who
Dan Crowker, your accompanists
playing'?·.·
'.
are interested in working on the·
Ans.
John handles prepared
1974 Yearbook on Wed., Feb. 21, at
signals and other signals
4:00 in the Dem. Rm. in the S.U.
modifying them 81)d sending them
General plans and election of ofricers wiJI be discussed.
back (modification).
Dan is
playing the mini-moog Keyboards .-....-;-.!JI~~I111111~~.-:
which is now being used by most
Rock n' Roll groups like Keith
~=merson (Emerson, Lake &
Palmer).
Ques. Where are your next concerts going to he?
Ans. We're doing som~ South
concerts then back in New
Hampshire in May.

('mnpus Senior Student Teaching
there will be meetings on Thur:-;day, February 22, to distribute
lhe necessary application forms,
outline procedures and answer
quegtions.
T~1ere will be two sessions held
in the Horace Mann Auditorium.
StUG2l1t app19cants are urged to
altel d either the one scheduled for.
W:()() a.m. or the one at 1 :00 p.m.
The preceding activity is part of
the 19n-4 Selective Rete.ntion
Policy being initialed this month
and involving all members of the
Class of 1975 seeking entrance into
the TNlcher Preparation program
m; will as the Class of 1974.
D('partment chairm.cn will be
communication with their students
shortly on other phases of this
policy and program.

CLUBS!
CLUB OFFICERS:
Please
reply to letter sent to you from the
1973 Yearbook staff. Your club
must let us know when you have
activities planned so we can give
them coverage in the Yearbook.
Send informa tion to 1973 Yearbook
in the Student Union.

FOR SALE, $25. I-month old snow
tires, 560-15. Were on a VW Bug.
Call
. 697-2259 after 5p.m.
. .
M.G.B.~L(&L 1971,
White, excellent condition, hard top, snow
tires, wire-wheels, AM-FM radio.
Call Ext. 229, Prof. Kelley.

WOW! .

8 POSTERS
5~

[kginning March 7, there will be by . dVlary Chris Kenney
ONLY
a Lenten Series each Wednesday
('vening during Lpnt. Consult the
Catholic Center bulletin and THE
(,OMl\H~NT
for further information
F,very Thursday at. the Center,
there is a film presentation at
lO:IHIAM and 2:00 PM.
Anwrican International Colle~e
"S('xuality and Human Values"
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The COMMENT

Review: The Making
of a Psychiatrist

AGAIN

POETRY, WITH YOU IN MIND

By Ruth I-Iarlow

by Frank Botta
Before I begin I have kind of a congession to make. I'm really not as
Two weeks ago in the COMmuch of a wise ass as I may sometimes seem. I only appear that way
when a situation is very threatening to mC ... it's one of my defenses MENT I stated that there were
against being hurt, but other people being hurt as well. Pain bothers me, certain characteristics
of the
anybody's pain...
Education Department that I did
Yeah, sure, I remember thinking as I read the first few lines of Dr. notIike. Tdid not go into specifics.
D~1Vid S. Viscott's recently published book, The Making of a Psychiatrist. I do not intent to indulge in the
The guy obviously is in love with himself and he wants to let himself off montonous task of restating ideas
the hook - he wants us, his readers, to fall down and worship him no that many others have already
proposed.
I admit that the
natter what he says!
I could change my style so that I would sound more respectable, more Education Department nay not be
reverent, more of what you think a psychiatrist should sound like, but it aware of the particulars which
wouldn't be real and it wouldn't be me.
cause some students to become a
Mm-m-mhm! I was really enjoying myself, How wonderful to possess bit upset, but then again, it is
such great perception! And since the book was giving me such an entirely possible that they are and
exalted opinion of myself, I continued reading, and eventually finished ")fi't care.
T would like to see some inwhat turned out to be one of the most fascinating, hilarious, and conpassionate books I'd ever read. I'm afraid that the omniscient feeling I'd dustrious students, in an attempt
original1y experiences declined drastically, but I have to give Dr. Viscott to improve a potentially effective
his dues. The book's great.
department, ask for a caucus of
The Maldug of a Psychiatrist is a very personal, conpelling, first-hand both groups. I would like to see
account of what it's really like to be a psychiatrist. Beginning with his this group attempt to change the
days as a medical student, continuing through his internship and Education Department so that it
residency, and finally through his own analysis, Dr. Viscott introduces a would be more beneficial for those
wondrous, electrifying, incredible, and sometimes abhorrent world of of us who are aeriously interested
colleagues, supervisors, nurses, and patients. His love for humanity is in doing our best in the profession
strikingly evident, and he defiantly reveals what he regards as the more of teaching.
gruesome aspects of his prefession. This is not to say tha t the entire book
If energetic students would
is written in a spirit of protest, however. On the contrary Dr. Vi scott is a attempt to correct the existing
generally optimistic man with an extremely engaging sense of humor. flaws, it would benefit not just
One of Dr. Viscott's patients, an eleven-year-old ghetto black named themselves, but, students who will
Duke who was evidently a poor student, enable to get along with his face these problems in the future.
peers, began to show-remarkable signs of improvement when, strangely, I am, of course, willing to lend my
he beat Dr. Viscott countless times at checkers! His father, a very in- full support in any way possible. I
secure person, had always beat him in the past, giving Duke a lowly am sure the Education Departopinion of himself, Finally, however, Dr. Viscott emerged from a ment is open minded enough to
checker game victorious!
.
listen to the suggestions of earnest
"Maybe I should go into child psychiatry?" he writes. "It would be student.
fun, but 1 could just imagine myself lying back on my deathbed staring at
the ceiling watching everything go dim. I would recount my past life and
the work I had done and I would see the record unfold in front of me.
Checkers: won 6,334 games; lost 1,866; ties 275. Parcheesi: won 540;
lost 5,OOO(l'm a terrible parcheesi payer) Dominoes (Another game
Duke introduced me to. He beat me continuously. I'm a zero talentdeminG man): won 2; lost 5,000 .. .! would feel too guilty kissing my wife
'
good-bye in the morning and going to work and playing games most of
the day. I could hear Judy ask, 'Did you have a good day, honey?' when I
came home. 'Naw. it was a rough one. I couldn't get past ball twentythree, and I lost three games of 'Fish' in a row'."
The Bridgewater State College
But thi~ is on~y a very small s~mpli,ng of the enjoymen~ one cimnOl: h.elp Chapter of the National Student
but expermece. m readmg ~r. V~scott s book. Perh~ps tl'i~ most beaut~ful Speech and Hearing Association
pa.s~age of all IS the one m Y;'hl,CI} h~ ~xpresses hls.feelmgs concernmg -will' SponSor a workshop on stufSUICide:
tering from 9 a.m. to 3:30 p.m.
"I have seen some lives so full of pain and darkness for such a long Thursday (Fed. 15) at the Student
time that I felt like and oppressor just by asking the patient to endure Union.
more of what was horrible to him. Who has the right to tell someone he
The speaker will be Frances
must live a life of pain and hell? What in my training gave me the right to Johnston professor of speech
tell someone to suffer? I believe that un~e certain circumstances i~ may pathology' at the Boston Univernot make very much more sense to be al~ve th~n t.o be dead. WWe 11 all sity school of education.
be dead sooner or later, anyway. But bemg ahve IS all I know. Although
Ms. Johnston is vice-president _
one p~rson'~ . li.fe n:ay not .~lways ~ake sense, I believe .there is still a president
elect
of
the
and
meanmg to hfe Itself, even If we don t always understand It. Becuase we Massachusetts Speech
are alive and we are part of life, it makes sense to me to find the part of Hearing Association.
each of us tha t has meaning and is worth Ii ving for."

To the English Dept.
To th(l Custodial help:
With love I call to thee,
All you who clean, we think your
So listen to my plea;
great!
I'm sick of similes,
A trash bag is our trash's fate;
And also hyperboles.
But one thing that makes my
You English get your kicks,
heart sad,
Is that those are my bools in your From Milton and through Pope,
By writing long epics,
bag.
Listen to my humble plea;
AND STORIES WITHOUT
Those boo1s cost a months HOPE.
salary!
I want to read of joy,
And be happy and feel spiffy.
To Dean Deep:
Let me read and enjoy
We'd love to park where you say,
books by Walter Disney.
Dean,
In shout, instead of epics
On the lines or in between.
I'd rather we read comics.
On the mountain if you please,
What if in May we need anti- To the Commuters:
freeze.
You drive for hours to come
But one thing that we just won't To school school so you wilInot
_,tand,
be dumb.
Is parking in Afganastan.
But is it so smart,
To come in a cart
To the Library Staff:
.that gets 'tagged' before the.
Your entrance is lide a subway, day is done?
your exit is like a airway.
The books that I've read,
To whom it may concern:
I think must be said,
Fourteen-hundred dollars for a
Would be better off stolen, rusty thing
anyway!
called 'NOD',
They say it changes color
To the Science personnel:
in the fall and in the spring.
You want to orient the world
I've seen it from the front
towards science hard and easy, and from the back and sides
So rockets may be hurled,
You ask me what I thind of
and chicken not fried greasy.
"NOD'?
Give me back my inchI thind that we got SCROD.
Your metrics are no cinch!

Work Sh Op

Afro-American Society presents

HOW8.rd University
Gospel Choir
B.S.C. Auditorium

Feb. 18, 1973
3: 00 p.m.
College I.D. '2.00
General Public 83.00
Bridgewater News Company
Your HALLMARK CARDS Center
Candles gift wrap newspapers candies
35 Broad St Bridgewater, Ma. 697- 2449

LOU'S VARIETY
134 Broad St. Bridgewater
Cigarettes-any brand .. $3.99 a carton.
Open

7

days

Good Once.. But...

by Bruce Meyer, United Press International
Say you were a member of a well-known rock band that
has been around for nearly . ten years--a group most people
had long since put in the "good once, but past their-prime"
category.
And say you' came up with something new--a new sound
that produced the best':selling album the group has had in
years ani a hit single as well.
What would you do for a follow up?You'd try to
capture exactly the same feel as you did with the hit, of
course. And that is precisely what the .Hollies have done with
their latest, which is called "Romany. "
"Romany" is in every way imaginable a sequel album to
"Distant Light," which contained the first Hollies hit single
in a long time, "Long Cool Woman in a Black~~'''l.Even
the cover of "Romany" is by the same artist, ~~shows the
same scenery as on "Distant Light," in different season~
The music inside is mellow and smooth, of course.' The
Hollies always have been mellow and smooth. But there's
also that heavy dose of Rock 'N' Roll Fund. that made
"Distant Light" popular with a younger set or'albu~buyers.
There's even a clear sequel to "Long Cool Woman," a
tune called "Courage of Your Convictions," which features
the same icy guitar work and muted, hollow drumming..
But although there's plenty of rbck, the softer, mellower
music still predominates on "Romany /' ~and the Hollies
Olr
maintain their links with the past. Clearly, .they are not
The world famous Howard breaking with the mellow, close-harmony sound that made
University Gospel Choir will them so popular in the '60's--simply expandlng their horizon
perform Sunday, feb. i8, at 3 pm in a bit.
the Bridgewater State College
There's nothing wrong with a sequel- album like
Student Union Auditorium.
"Ro:r:nany" in concept. Obviously, anyone in: ponular music
The 50-voice choir is b e i n g ¥
hrought to Bridgewater by the must pay attention to the likes and dislikes of his audience if
Organization of Afro-American he is interested in general popularity and not simply' cult
Students as part of the observance following ..
of }<'ebruary as Black History
And while "Romany" is excellent as a· sequel, 'it has
Month.
hints of more good stuff'to come frOID the hollies next timeThe four-year old choir, which
performs
with
six
in- around. Tunes like "Magic Woman Touch'.' and "Slow
:-;trum('ntalists, will present a
Down" are good rockers without the "Long Cool Woman"
program of Gospel music.
sound, while "Jesus was a Crossmaker" suggests the further
Tickets will be sold on a reserved evolution of the older hollies sound..
scat basis from 9 a.m. to 9 p.m.
"Rom" h ld d
II f th H II
beginning Feb. 12 at the Student
any s au
0 we
or e c ies" assuming the
Union Building. The cost is $3 to single that will inevitably come from it is chosen well. And
the general public and $2 to we can all look forward to more good things next time
Bridgewater State students. No around.
phone orders will be accepted.
Bell re
d h" d
h
Officers of the Afro-American
cor s
as one somet ing nice fot· all you
student organization are Curtis Monkees fans who have worn out those old 45's and' can no
Caldwell of Hoxbury. president; longer hear Mickey Dolenz rasp through "I'm a Believer" or
(;IIS Santos of New Bedford, vice the inspiring lyrics to the "Monkee's theme." Bell records
president; (;}oria J. Stanton of has done us all the favor of releasing a Monkees greatest hits
Bridgewlltl'I'. secretary. and album called "Re-Focus," featuring a picture of the b
.
Ikbra Hiddick of Nev,'port. R.I.,
t h'
.
.
oys m
IreaSllrer.
rna ~ mg SUIts, holding umbrellas. Thank you, Bell Records.

a

Afro-American
Society
promotes
Howard University
G ospeI Ch ·

a

Continued
from Page 1

DON NELSON

BOSTON CELTICS

Don Nelson

Bse

Visits
()ver the years the Celtic's have
had a slarry cast of "sixth" men
who have specialized in coming off
the bench to deliver key plays in
the clulch and spark the club when
the pace has slowed. Don Nelson
has filled this role for the past few
traditional
seasons with the
quality play of his two most recent
predecessors ... John Havlicek and
Frank Ham~ev.
i\ft(~r hreakfng all of the 10w<.1
scoring l'ccords while in college,
I )on joined the Chicago Zephyrs in
his rookie season of 19(i2. He was
traded to L.A, and spent most of
the following two' seasons sitting
Oil the hench. His futur reached an
all tinw low when the Lakers cuL
him befort' the start of the 1965-66
Sl'aSOll.

While playing his 400th consecutive game January 12th in
Boston against Chicago, Don
scored his most dramatic basket.
Ill' converted a rebound into a
three point play in the
final
seconds to defeat the Bulls, 113-112.
Going into 1H72-73 Don has played
in 4:lfi consecutive regular season
games ... Tom Sanders' team
rt'cord is 4~H ... Don's top scoring
ganll' was 40 points during the
HHm-70 season.
Don and his wife, Sharon, live in
Natick, They have four children
/)on. N(.~lson will be at
Bridgewatel\ dn"Thursday, Feb.22
at 7::~O pm in the S.U. Ballroom.
Tickets are available at the S.U.
Information Booth and admission
is free.

is

SWIM TEAM
The Bridgewater State Varsity
Swim Team swamped tje "B.C.
swim team, 18-30, Tuesday, Feb.
13, in their last home meet of the
season. Swimming in their last
home meet for BSC were seniors
Bill Thompson, George Felati, Mel
('rotty, and Bob Johnston. These
four men have been standout
perform(~rs for the Bears and will
he sorely missed next season for
their ability and leadership.
Leading the way for the Bears
was Barry Parenteau, who set a
new pool and BSC record with a
:22.9 time in the 50-yard freestyle.

other stars for Bridgewater were
Bob Johnston <first in 200 free),
George Pelati (first in 200 individual
medley),
Dan
Beauregard (first in 200 back),
Bob Sullivan (first in 200 breast>,
Jay Doyle (first in three-meter
diving)
and Barry Parenteau
(first in 100 free),
This meet made the Bears
record 10-3, with three meets left to
their schedule. BSC travels to
Keene State Saturday, Feb. 17, and
then returns home tp host the
N.A.I.A. District 32 Invitational,
Monday, Feb. 19.
1

were more than five years old ,
(Ed. note - Dr. Johnson's information appears to be inconsistent with the facts stated in
paragraph two) it was not until
August of 1972 that plans for it
were sidcussed with the community .. He said that it was "vain
conceit." that made it necessary to
go into the liquor business to meet
the obligations to the students,
rather than "teaching them
respect for themselves."
"They are many and we are
few ... " as stated by Dr. Johnson,
was
the general sentiment
reflected in the objections raised.
Hobert Williams, a member of the
School Committee and
strong
opponent to the licese, criticized
the administrators present as
"silver-tongued orators of the
College" and said that while the
college appears to be above the
law, "we will fight." Mrs. Connie
,Johnson showed a major concern
lor the rights of the neighbors. She
said the issue was not faith in
students but rather a fear of
financial loss as a result of the
depreciation of property values,
fire hazards on narrow streets and
a general "change in the character
of the neighborhood."
The dicision of the Selectmen on
Monday night was based on considerations of these and other pro
and con arguments. In making the
dicision in favor of the license the
strict enforcement of certain
regulations was stressed.
The
hours of operation of the
RaLhskellar are to be 4 p.m. to
11 :45 p.m. Sunday-Thursday and 4
p.m. - 12:45 a.m. on Friday and
Saturday nights. With the exception of Saturday evening, the
facility will be open only to
members of the college community who must have some type
of identification.
On Saturday,
evening: a' rtlemi)er of the coHege' "
community may assume complete
responsibility for the privilege of
bringing a guest to the facility. A
professional sQpervisor from the
Student tjnion 'staff to he' on duty
a 1 all times, and will enforce a
behavior code ( with possible loss
, of privileges) as established by the
SLudent Union Board of Governors.
When will the Rathskellar
finally open? The legal process of
granting the license will not be
complete until the Alcoholic
fkverages Commission in Boston
reviews the application and the
Selectmen's decision and makes a
final ruling. They have :30 days to
make this decision. Court action in
the form of an injunction possibly
could provide an additional final
obstacle. All facts are considered
a Student Union cource reports
that the earliest possible date for
the opening of the facility would
have to be the week after the
Mm'ch vacation.

LTI- LSC Merger
Recommended
A special study commISSIOn headed by former Rep.
Paul Sheehy of Lowell has recommended that Lowell
Technological Institute and the Lowell State College merge
into a single university. If all goes as proposed, a University
of Lowell wil.l be a reality no earlier than July 1, 1974 and
no later than July 1, 1975. This wil1 aU have to be
approved by the State Legislature, the Board of Higher
Education, and Tech's and State's respective Board of
Trustees.
Since Lowell State is governed by the State College
Board of Trustees, the commission has recommended that
once merged, the University be governed by a Board
~evamped from Tech's present Board of Trustees. Also, it
IS proposed that a temporary planning board be set up
which would be composed of students, faculty, and alumni
from each school to study the merger details.
The report was announced by Secretary of
Educational Affairs Joseph Cronin four weeks ago. In the
near fltWre te is expected to present his proposal for
cutting down the governance of the Massachusetts higher
education system. This consists partly of the state colleges
scattered throughout the state, which were originated
primarily as teacher training institutions. The state college
system is presently evaluating its education oriented
curriculum.
Advantages sited in a LTI-LSC merger are not
primarily financial for the Commonwealth according to
Cronin, but is primarily academic, "Although a merger
brings no immediate dollar savings, over the long run, the
Commonwealth can improve instruction and still effect
economies." Sheehy stated that the merger would enable
the state to build up one strong library and a single strong
program in business management and business
administration. The merger would allow opportunities for
stud.ents t9 obtain. additional courses easily in non-related
fields as wen as improving quality offered.
The merger is approved by Lowell State President
Da~ieJ , O'Leary, who is nearing retire1)J~nt age,. LTl's
President Everett Olsen, still recovering from a heart attack
said. that he would b~. willing to step down to his former
position of executive 'vice-president when his contract
expires in July 1974.
, .
'Represenfing Lowell Tech on the merger commission
were Provost Leon Beghian and Student Council President
Jerry Brigham,
"
. -, . , .. ,','

" '. ATTENTION
ALL VARSITY GOLFERS
AND ANYONE'
interested in pIa ying Varsity Golfimportant meeting tuesday
at 10: 00 AM F'eb. 20:h,
in Boyden Hall.
for all
interested
Eel itol"-in-{'h i<'f
l.imla Lapif'ITP

Anyone Omill'lug to emer a tt:cUI1
in the Men's Double-Elimination
Volleyball 'l'ournament
should
attend a meeting in Room 121,
KC'lly Gym at 7::J0 PM on Tuesday,
February 20.
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:\Ianagillg EditOl'

BusilH'SS !\l'lIlagt't·
1':1 III (;oldh('l'g

.lim Ht-ilh
Slal'f
\'kkh- "ahad - Editor
I ;ail LaBell!'
Buth Harlow
:'\;{'WS

F('<lIlIl'I' Stuff

Ft'auk BoUa
:\lik(' \'j('ira

.'0('

.\Iizio

StU' PE'h'rsoll

VARSITY
TENNIS TEAM
Important meeting for all
members and candidates
Tuesday, Feb. 20 at
IO:OOam in
Room S 106
of the Science Building.

BE PROMPT!

P.-odU{'liOIl Staff
Wanda :\1ingola - nir('ctor
I<:lain(' Spars
":11'('11 Z('ichick
(,h('''yl ('oash
:'\; <lIll':',' Flynn

ulhu'(' Staff
Paul S('('hoka - Eelitor
:\I<u·.v Chris Kt'nJwy
\d\'f·rt.isil1~

Staff

David Avila - Manger
I ,ilia 11
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The COMMENT is a. student encouraged, but must be limited t<J
supported and operated ~eekly 250 words or less. AU letters must
newspaper serving the academic be signed bul names will be, held
community of Bridgewater State upon request. Letters are als~
College. Editorial policy is subject to condensation.
Addetermined by the Editor-In-Chier vertising rates will be maned~pon
in consultalion with the Editorial request.
All correspondence
staH.
Republications or aU should be addressed to THE
material J.>rmted herein is (or· COMMENT Bridgewater State
bidden Without the expressed College, Bridgewater, Mass"
written permission of the Edilor- 82324. Telephone: Area Code 617·
tn-Chief. Letters to the editor are. 697-6161 Ext. 260 or 304.
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Men's
Intramural
Basketball
Basketball
American League
COASTAL DIVISION
W
Name
:~
Byrds
a
Hamsters
2
Bothers
1
Fencers
1
Huskies
The Nude Sons ()

L Pct.
()

0
2
2
3
3

1.000
1.000

.500
.333

f

.250
.000

CONTINENTAL Division
Name
W L PCT.
B.1".'s

Bunties
Ragmen
Sons of Italy
Spas
Magilla

4
2
2
1
1
0

0 1.000
1 .666
1 .666
2 .333
2 .333
4 .000

National League
CENTRAL DIVISION
W
Name
Chiefs

Big Bad Bruins
to Win Cup

by Frank Botta
When the final buzzer of the
a 0 1.000 hickey season sounds, the much
2 , 1 .666 treasured Stanley C p will remain
Sons of Italy A .
The Johnny Walkers 2
1 .666 in Boston. With the regular season
The Jocks
2
1 6
. 66 drawing to a close and the Bruins a
1
3 .250 solid bet to finish third (second
Flying Smucks
Studds
()
4 000
.
with a little help from New York),
the fact remains that the awesome
Boston machine will finally have
CAPITAL DIVISION
been tuned and adjusted in such a
Name
W L.
Pet. manner that even the Canadians
Alpha Wild Pigs 4 ()
1.000 will not be enough to slow down
Newport Club
2
1
.666
this powerful piece of ewuipment.
Smoffs
2
1
.S66
jMan for man, with the exception
Ragmen II
2
.333
of Orr and Esposito the Bruins are
Profs
250
not the most powerful team in the
Pikuls Pub
()
3
000
NHL.
Scores
Certainly the
GOALTENli'eb. 6
DING SITUATION IN Boston does
Brothers 72 - Huskies 69
not rate in the top three throughout
Smoffs 59 - Profs 49
the division, let alone the league. If
The Jocks 59 - Flying Smucks 46 Boston was blessed with the
Feb. 7
goaltenders of, say, Montreal; New
B.F.'s 79 - Sons of Italy B 47
York, or even the Whalers of the
Alpha Wild Pigs 52 - Profs 44
wha. T hey would be in first place
Brothers 68 - The Nude Sons 35 far ahead of the Canadiens
Certainly the goaltending
Feb. 8
Hamsters 47 - Huskies 27
situation in Boston does not rate in
Flying Smucks 1 - Studds 0 (for- the top three' throughout the
feit)
division, let alone the league. If
B.F.'s 75 - MagilJa 41
Boston was blessed with the
gialtenders of, say, Montreal, New
York, or even the Whalers of the
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Jim McKeon, the sophmore
currently
sensation from Natic
.has 34 goals and Chuck Healey, a
rock'em sock'e freshmandefenWHA, they would be in first place . seman from Dedham were given
far ahead of the Canadiens. The
some due praise by the Eastern
loss of Bouchard in the expansion
College Athletic Conference la~t
draft was a bad blow for the local week.
team, but, when Gerry Cheevers
McKeon was named to the
decicied to tbank the Boston fi:ms
ECAC Division II, first team all
for their loyalty b~ jumping to
star team of the week for his 14
Cleveland of the WHA, jeads
points in 3 games, the previous
began to spin. Ross Brooks and Ed
Johnston have been adequate in
the nets but still are not likely to
finish the season as 1,2 for goalies.
The defensive unit looks like they
are the best when Orr is on eht ice,
but, look like cast-offs from the
Brockton Pee Wee division when
Carrol Vadnais attempts to play
hockey. Dallas Smith and Don
Awrey are good hard hitting
defensemen whose only faults are
that they are subject to being
caught up ice. Doug Roberts lacks
only experience on the defensive
unit.
The front lines are hustle and
strength. These. two charac-·
teristecs wvercome the mistedes
made by over-eagerness and, in
some cases, lack of experience.
O'Reilly, Sheppard and Walton,
Jook like kids playing against cross
town rivals. These three make
plays click because of an
ingredient called 'desire'. Cashman, Hodge and Bucyk are
veterans who use their experience
to out maneuver opponents.
Bailey, Marcotte and our prodigal
son Sanderson are flashy hardhitting hickey players who add
color to the team. Individually,
these players are not the scurge of
the league, but, put them together
and say, "Stanley Cup" and they
are the Monster that Devoured the
NHL.

LOSE 20 POUNDS
IN TWO WEEKS!

BEARS Bomb MAINE
The BSC Bears were just too
much for the University of MainePortland Gorham as
they
demolished
them
19-1.
Bridgewater socred four in the
first, six in the second and 9 in the
final period totally, 19.
Jim McKeon, Rick Foley, J'ohn
Celani, and Pete Pascuicco each
had the hattrick. Mike Bartlett had
two on the evening. Bill Norman,
Tom SL 'rhoma, Kevin Mahoney,
.Jim McCarthy and Mike Dunphy
each had a goal apiece.
Tom st. Thomas set a BSC
record for most assists in a game
with six and also tieing Jim
MeK('on for most points in one
gamp with seven.

Famous U.S. Women Ski Team Diet
During the non·snow· off season
the U.S. Women's Alpine Ski Team
members go on the "Ski Team" diet
to lose 20 pounds in two weeks.
That's right - 20 pounds in 14 days!
The basis of the diet is chemical food
action and was devised by a famous
Colorado physician especially for the
U.S. Ski Team. Normal energy is
maintained (very important!) while
reducing. You keep "full" - no
starvation - because the diet is designed that way! It's a diet that is
easy to follow whether you work,
travel or stay at home.
This is, honestly, a fantastically
successful diet. If it weren't, the U.S.
Women's Ski Team wouldn't be per·
mitted to use it! Right? So, give
yourself the same break the U.S. Ski
Team gets. Lose weight the scientific,
proven way. Even if you've tried all
the other diets, you owe it to yourself to try the U.S. Women's Ski
Team Diet. That is, if you really do
want to lose 20 pounds in two weeks.
Order today. Tear this out as 'a
reminder.
Send only $2.00 ($2.25 for Rush
Service) - cash is O.K. - to Infor·
mation Sources Co., P.O. Box 982,
Dept. ST. Carpinteria, Calif. 93013.
Don't order unless you expect to lose
20 pounds in two weeks! Because
that's what the Ski Team Diet will do!

Bse

week. McKeon currently has 34
goals and is leading the Bears and
the ECAC in scoring: .
Chuch~Healey, was given
honorable mention as defenseman
of the week in Division II for his
outstanding defense. Healey is a
freshman formerly of Dedham'
High School.
Congradulations both Jim and
Chuck.

Railroads

N~w
Bridgewater State's hockey
team knocked the University of
New Haven right off its track 7-4.
Earlier in the season, New Haven
got passed the Bears 4-2, but their
dreams of winning this one were
abolished.
Jim McKeon put Bridgewater
on the board halfway thru the first
period but New Haven came right
back minutes later to tie it up and
end the first period 1-1.
In a penalty ridden second
period, the Bears gave up. just one
goal. At the end of forty minutes
of good up and down hockey the

HO\len
Bears werJ'lrailirig' 2-1.
PetePasctiiccoput the red light
on for B.S.C. in the opening
minutes of the final period. New
Haven jumped back out in front
minutes later. Big Bill Norman
collected the next two goals tieing
it up and putting the Bears up 4-3.
UNH came back to tie it a short
time later. The Bears iced it all by
scoring two goals in two minutes _
with Tom St. Thomas and Mike
Bartlett. Rick Foley of BSC closed
out the scoring on an open net goal
with seconds left.

REGAL MOTES
UNDE RST AND PLAYS, NOVELS. AND POEMS
FASTERWITI-i OUR NOTES
.
We're new and we're the big6atl"Thou'sancis of
topics review.d· for quick.r understanding. Our
subjects include not only English, but Anthropology, Art, Black Studies, Ecology, Economics,
Education,' History, Low, MUSiC,
Philosophy. Political SCience. Psychology,
Religion, Scienc., SOCiology and. Urbon Problems. Send $2 for your catolag of topics avoil:
able.·

REGAl NOTES
3160 "0" Str.et, H•••
WOMintton, O. C. 20007
T.I.honr. 202-333.0201

